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Name: _key_ 
please print your name clearly 

 

EE 102-01 Exam No. 3 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade) 
Do not use back side for answers.  Back side of this test will not be graded.  Attach more pages if necessary. 

DL: 12 ERR: __ PTS: __ FINAL: __ / __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, FINAL– total points and final grade in this course. 

Problem 1A (10pts.) 
Produce the printout resulted from running of the following program.  Each mistake costs 2 points. 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
 
void passing_test(int a, int &b, int *c, int *d) { 
    int e; 
    a=21; b=22; c=(int*)23; *d=24; e=25; 
} 
 
int main() { 
    int a=11, b=12, c=13, d=14, e=15; 
    passing_test(b, c, &d, &a); 
    cout<<"\t"<<a<<"\t"<<b<<"\t"<<c<<"\t"<<d<<"\t"<<e<<endl; 
    return(0); 
} 
/* FILL IN THIS PRINTOUT WITH NUMBERS: 
 
      _24     _12     _22     _14     _15 
*/ 

Problem 1B (10pts.) 
Produce the printout resulted from running of the following program.  1 mistake–3p, 2 mistakes–6p, 3 mistakes–10p. 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
 
void passing_test(int &a, int b[], int *c) { 
    a=31; 
    b[0]=32; 
    c[0]=42; 
} 
 
int main() { 
    int d[3]; d[0]=11; d[1]=12; d[2]=13; 
    passing_test(d[2], d, d); 
    cout<<"\t"<<d[0]<<"\t"<<d[1]<<"\t"<<d[2]<<endl; 
    return(0); 
} 
/* FILL IN THIS PRINTOUT WITH NUMBERS: 
 
      _42     _12     _31 
*/ 
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Problem 2 (20pts.) 
Answer very briefly each of the following questions marked in bold.  Provide your answer next to the question.   

Make sure that you answer the specific question.  Each incorrect, missing or irrelevant answer costs four points until twenty 

is reached.  Hint: make sure that you answer the question and not just comment what a particular instruction does. 

#include <iostream> 
#include <iomanip> 
using namespace std; 
 
void main() { 
    int N; 
    cout << "Please enter the number of ranges:"; 
    cin >> N; 
    if (N<3) { cout << "ERROR: at least three ranges required!"; return; } 
 
    const int N1 = N-1;  // replace below N-1 with N1 for efficiency 
    const int R = 100/N; // the width of a single range, ranges between 0 and 100 
    // Q1: Can we modify the value of R in the program below? Circle: yes / no 
 
    int * array = new int[N]; 
    if (array==NULL) { cout << "ERROR: Insufficient memory!" << endl; return; } 
 
    for(int i=0; i<N; i++) array[i]=0; 
    // Q2: Why a loop is needed to do the =0 assignment? 
// to initialize sums that are stored in the array elements 
 
    cout << "Please enter all values followed by q to end:" << endl; 
    for (;;) { 
        double x; 
        cin >> x; 
        if (cin.fail()) break; 
        // Q3: At what condition cin fails, what does it mean? 
// when a malformed number is read, for example, character q to ndicate data end 
 
        int range = int(x/R); 
        if (range<0) range=0;  else if (range>N1) range=N1; 
        // Q4: Why is checking and adjusting variable range so important? 
// to prevent writing to memory outside of the declared array 
 
        array[range]++; 
    } 
    cin.clear(); 
    cin.ignore(); 
    // Q5: Does this program read data from a hard drive file? Circle: yes / no 
// the program reads data from the standard intput that is typiclaly keyboard 
 
    cout << "Statistics:" << endl; 
    for(int i=0; i<N; i++) 
        cout << "Range" << setw(3) << i << ":" << setw(4) << array[i] << endl; 
 
    int total=0; 
    for(int i=0; i<N; i++) total=total + array[i]; 
    cout << "Total:   " << setw(4) << total << endl; 
 
    delete [] array; 
    // Q6: What happens in general when one forgets to deallocate memory? 
// memory leak, array stays unused and unaccessible until the program is ended 
 
} 
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Problem 3 (20pts.) 
Implement a function called test_at_count that accepts a constant c-style character-array-based string S, and returns 

a Boolean true or false (data type bool). The function should scan the string until its end, and return true if character 

‘@’ is present only exactly one time, and returns false otherwise. The end of character-array-based string is always 

marked by a zero-value (null) character. 

bool test_at_count(const char S[]) { 
    int cnt=0;                      // set up counter 
    for (int i                      // use a loop variable 
                =0;                 // start at the beginning of string 
                    S[i]!=0;        // continue until the string ends 
                                    // it ends with zero value character 
                            i++)    // increment by 1 in each iteration 
    { 
        if (S[i]                    // check the i-th character 
                =='@')              // compare agains character (do not use "") 
            cnt++;                  // increment count 
    } 
    if(cnt==1)  return(true);       // return true on count of 1, false otherwise 
    else        return(false); 
    // or much shorter and better: return(cnt==1); 
} 
// 2 points per line/instruction as outlined above 
// using cin/cout penalized with 5 points 
// no credit for use of <string> library functionality 
// – this is c-string, the same question was aksed about <string> on exam 2  

Problem 4 (20pts.) 
Implement a function called all_greater_than that accepts an array of floating point numbers called data, the length 

of the used portion of the array called size, and a floating point value called min. The function should perform check if 

all data values are greater than min. The function returns Boolean true if all data values are greater than min, and 

returns false otherwise. 

bool all_greater_than( double data[], int size, double min ) { 
    for                             // loop 
        (int I                      // loop variable int 
                =0;                 // starting from 0 
                    i<size;         // finishing at size-1 
                            i++)    // incrment by 1 in each iteration 
    { 
        if(data[i]<min)             // check for condition failure 
            return(false);          // exit with failure info on first failure 
        // no else or -4points      // no failure means need to go on with checking 
    } 
    return(true);                   // all checked, no failure, can report success 
} 
// 2 points per line except 4 points for incorrect else as indicated 
// using cin/cout penalized with 5 points 

Problem 5 (20pts.) 
Write a program in C++ with that verifies integrity of a data file in the way described as follows: The program opens 

a file called “data.txt” and reads one hundred floating point numbers and prints only the last (hundredth) number to 

the screen, then closes the file and exits. Otherwise, if file cannot be opened, or an error occurs while reading any of 

the numbers the program should print an appropriate error message. Use the next page for the program. 
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Code for Problem 5: 
#include <iostream> 
#include <fstream> 
using namespace std; 
// (1) include appropriate library definitions 
 
int main() {                // (2) int main()-return(0) OR void main()-return 
 
    ifstream FILE;          // (3) declare file variable 
 
    FILE.open("data.txt");  // (4) open reqested file 
 
    if (FILE.fail()) {      // (5) check and report problems with opening the file 
        cout << "ERROR: file does not exist or cannot be open." << endl; 
        return(0); 
    } 
 
    double x;               // (6) the type of data items to read 
 
    for (int i=0; i<100; i++) { // (7) read 100 times 
        FILE >> x;          // (8) attempt to read the variable that manyt imes 
    } 
    if (FILE.fail()) {      // (9) check if test passed or failed, report 
        cout << "ERROR: file does not have 100 data items or has malformed numeric 
format." << endl; 
        FILE.clear(); 
    } else {                // (10) if test passed print the 100th value  
        cout << "The 100th data item value is " << x << endl; 
    } 
 
    FILE.close(); // (11) close the file (will be doen automatically anyway) 
 
    return(0); 
} 
// The program has 11 main componenets.  
// Each component missing, mispalced or with serious error costs 2 points 
// Up to 20 points 
 


